TM

For:

Home Sellers

Fast and Accurate.
Trusted Results.

Insist upon Radalink for your buyer's inspection.
Potential buyers may request to have a radon test done as part of their home inspection process.
To ensure the accuracy of the test, you should only accept a Certified Radon Test which can
be provided by professional inspectors who use Radalink continuous radon monitors.

Offer buyers a certified radon test.
Often non-certified radon tests will produce inaccurate results. This can cause
home owners unnecessary expenses, and can require the installation of an
unneeded radon mitigation system. Accept nothing less than
a certified radon test which is backed by a written warranty.
Consider a pre-listing radon test for your home to ensure radon
issues do not slow the sale.

Insist upon Radalink... Results you can depend on!

Work with the Best
in the Business.

Radalink’s knowledgeable staff is always
available to provide reliable, accurate
information and guidance to address the
questions and concerns of all involved parties.
Our highly trained and skilled radon
measurement specialists (not just the home
inspector) review all test results for indications
of influence caused by severe storms, closed
house conditions or possible instrument
disturbance or malfunction.
When results are below the action level, you
are protected by the industry’s only 120-day
written guarantee—which actually pays toward
the cost of mitigation.

If It Doesn’t Say Radalink, It’s Not a
Certified Radon Report.
Radalink is one of the few radon instrument
manufacturers with devices that meet the EPA
real estate device requirement for minimum
sensitivity of at least 16 CPH/pCi/L. Since the
EPA abandoned the radon proficiency program
in 1996, the private proficiency program and its
licensing states have continued to disregard
this requirement, allowing home inspectors all
across the country and to perform radon tests
with substandard equipment.

Be Confident in your Buyer's Safety.

The home you're selling could have invisible
dangers caused by radon. And buyers are often
aware of this danger. But, when your home
inspector uses Radalink, your buyers will find
peace of mind in knowing they are being
provided an accurate radon measurement. By
insisting on offering only a Certified Radon Report
from Radalink, your buyers will be safe and
confident in their choice of buying your home.

Our Mission:

Radalink is focused on eliminating radon related
deaths by raising awareness, providing
education, and innovative technology with
superior accuracy and professionalism.
Work with the very best—choose
home inspectors who use Radalink
Radon Monitors.
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